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ABSTRACT

The number of social media platforms that influence interior architects are increasing and Pinterest is one of these instruments. Parallel to the increased use of Pinterest among designers and students, there is concern about pros and cons of this platform for education and profession of interior architecture. This study aimed to understand if interior architecture instructors, students and professional are engaged with Pinterest and how they evaluate the role of this platform for the profession and education of interior architecture. Accordingly, this study offers a theoretical framework that would underline the opportunities and threats of using Pinterest as a designer. In this scope, data was collected from 225 students, 30 instructors and 50 interior architects. Comparing the findings showed that while most of the students and instructors find Pinterest useful for education of interior architecture, the number of interior architects who believed Pinterest presented disadvantages for the profession of interior architecture were higher that those who found Pinterest useful. Results claim that educating both students and instructors about the dynamic role of the social media in transferring the teaching materials, collaborative learning and efficient academic interaction could enhance the integration of online media development and education. Findings from this study contribute to the existing literature on the role of social media on design-oriented education and professions.
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Introduction

Today, social media has an influential role on design-oriented education and professions (Muñoz-Alcántara et al. 2015, Popescu, 2014, Cho et al. 2016). Pinterest is one of these platforms that offers social interaction through images and therefore it is used by designers and students majoring in design. Pinterest was launched in March 2010 as an online virtual scrapbook in the form of a social platform (Horwitz, 2013). According to sproutsocial, the number of Pinterest users is rising steadily and in March 2021, the platform reached 450 million active users which is more than Twitter and Snapchat. 85% of Pinterest users prefer the mobile application and reports claim that in the United States, 50% of users also frequently shop on Pinterest (West 2021). Since design is about collaboration, students majoring in design have recently started to benefit from the collaborative tools provided by social media (Balakrishnan 2017, Rossitto et al. 2014). Interior design students are considered to be one of the biggest users of social media. In a study by Cho & Cho (2019), Pinterest is rated as the most popular social media platform among interior design students. The study claims that students used Pinterest mostly for research and then for sharing at a lesser degree. Students using Pinterest as a search tool overlaps with how the platform describes itself: “a visual discovery tool that you can use to find ideas for all your projects and interests (Pinterest, 2015, Scolere & Humphreys, 2016)”. Looking at images and collecting samples to build knowledge about the subject of a design is considered to be a fundamental component of the design development process (Lawson 2004), so the comprehensive visual repository of Pinterest attracts design students and novice designers. While some of academics, designers and researchers believe in the essential role of using precedent images in developing their design, there is still considerable criticism among the design circuit about the risk of social media like Pinterest causing an “originality paradox” in design (Cullinane 2013, Scolere & Humphreys 2016). Parallel to the increased use of social media among designers and students, there is concern about social media ruining the creativity and originality of design. In her book ‘Why Social Media is Ruining Your Life’, Katherine Omerod (2018) discusses how people’s obsessive interaction with ShareStream of social media has led to recreation of the same image and design over and over. According to Noam Hazan (2017), designers are inclined to check social media like Instagram and Pinterest for inspiration before even beginning the design, increasing the risk of a lack of creativity and originality. The same author refers to the risk of duplication of design instead of seeking originality as one of the cons of social media for the design society. There is no doubt the social media like Pinterest has its own pros and cons and it is with the help of research that the design society can learn about the advantages and disadvantages of using social media to establish strategies that will help students and amateur designers in particular to use social media more efficiently. While existing research explores general interaction with Pinterest (Gilbert, et al. 2013, Zarro & Hall 2012, Linder, Snodgrass & Kerne 2014, Scolere & Humphreys 2016), there is a lack of information on how professions and educational programs like interior architecture use this platform and how aware they are of the advantages and disadvantages. Thus, this study focuses on a group of participants consisting of interior architects, interior architecture lecturers and students and interprets their evaluations of the role of Pinterest in education/practice of interior architecture. The aim of this research was to create a preliminary theory that will contribute to identifying the advantages and disadvantages of Pinterest for the education and practice of interior architecture. Accordingly, this study offers a theoretical framework that would underline the opportunities and threats of using Pinterest as a designer.

Literature Review

Pinterest is a free online platform that is seen as a visual discovery medium. As Hansen, Nowlan, and Winter (2012: 2) described “Pinterest functions as a digital pin board. It lets users post images and videos from the internet either while viewing a website or by using a URL and add user-created photos, both of which are referred to as pinning”. Pinterest contains billions of images all uploaded, labelled, and tagged by users of the platform and accordingly user engagement is measured with the frequency of pinning and repining images (Wilson 2017, Scolere 2019). Pinterest has become an important platform in design society. Designers show interest in Pinterest for the following reasons:
1) Creating communicative interaction between designers (Gibbs et al. 2015).
2) Circulating and marketing of products and service to potential clients/customers (Silverman 2013).
3) Collaboration between team members in a firm or office since they can share images that would contribute to a design project by pinning (Lynley 2018).
4) Building a network outside their design cycle (Ness 2021).
5) Self-presentation (especially in the case of amateur designers) through attractive and creative pin boards (Scolere & Lee Humphreys 2016).
6) A visual resource for inspiration (Tran 2019).

Interior architects and interior designers are also considered as active users of Pinterest. Interior spaces are by far one of the most popular topics on Pinterest. While some designers see Pinterest as a blessing, some consider it is a curse. Bazilian (2019) discusses the opinions of various interior designers on Pinterest. According to Bazilian post, while one designer believes Pinterest has helped her understand what her clients like or seek, another designer refers to the risk of clients coming with visuals that do not fit their space or project at all. However, at the end of her post, Bazilian claims that regardless of positive and negative opinions, all of the designers agreed that Pinterest has become an undeniable part of their profession. The main potentials and handicaps of Pinterest will be discussed in this section.

The second potential Pinterest provides for interior architects is e-marketing. Pinterest has started to use its platform for e-commerce to increase direct sales. It is discussed that pinning and re-pinning the same designs or styles can encourage users to purchase certain products (Linder et al. 2014, Hazari 2017). In line with this development, researchers suggest investigating the marketing potential of Pinterest to establish efficient marketing strategies (Hazari et al. 2017). Gayle Butler, editor in chief of the Better Homes and Gardens magazine, argues that Pinterest is an important platform for marketing visual brands, since the platform is “where images and ideas are so central (Cited in Miles & Lacey 2013: p. 5).”

Using the right hashtags are now considered to be an essential strategy in Pinterest marketing. In 2017, Pinterest announced that they would allow using hashtags for ‘categorising’ and ‘promoting’ content. Using hashtags can help interior designers increase the awareness about their brand or service and also showcase their profile to potential consumers or clients ( Lochery 2021). Hashtags mean categories and categories like Home Decor and Design Trending seem to be favorite hashtags on Pinterest, which make it easier for interior designers to reach their target audience (Agrawal 2016).

Another important Pinterest marketing strategy is to channel the right traffic to the designer or design...
firm profile, website and blog. Co-founder of NP Digital, Neil Patel (2021) recommends seven main tips that will increase account traffic. These are:

1) Use the Pinterest analytics feature and follow the strategies and contents that work the best
2) Use rich pins that sync information from your website to your Pins, so that if you change something in your website the rich pins will be updated to reflect the change
3) Follow and use the new tools that Pinterest updates exclusively for business accounts
4) Adding your different media like Instagram, Facebook, twitter and etc. links to your account
5) Sustain the popularity of your content by being aware popular pins, categories hashtags and creating visuals that work. Considering the optimal pin size matters in creating a potential visual
6) Optimize your pins to be seen and shared
7) Be active by posting frequently, commenting on followers’ pins and following and engaging with popular boards

Infographics can be considered as another potential of Pinterest for interior architects (Doyle 2019, McCready 2017). According to Oxford English Dictionary, infographic is “a collection of imagery, charts, and minimal text that gives an easy-to-understand overview of a topic”. Infographics generally can be classified as marketing infographics, educational infographics, event infographics, statistical infographics and business infographics (Nediger 2020). Since interior design is very much engaged with visual communication, creating and sharing creative infographics is one of the opportunities interior designers/architects can use to attract an audience on Pinterest.

**Figure 2. Infographic visual expressing the design service of Britto Charette Interior Design on Pinterest (URL 2)**

Finally, Educational Content counts as another potential of using Pinterest. Pinterest is currently one of the popular social media tools in academia. Since the platform works like an online bulletin, teachers and
students can exchange content by creating online boards (Thomas 2012). Studies claim that design students use Pinterest regularly. Design students mainly prefer to use Pinterest to upload, save, sort, and manage images. Another reason behind the rise in design students’ interest in using Pinterest is looking for inspiration (Cho & Cho 2019).

Julie DeNeen (2013) classified the advantages of Pinterest for educators and students which can also be applied for design students as follows:

1) Search tool: Pinterest allows users to access profiles that they are not connected with
2) Visual Tool: Rich visual archive of Pinterest enhances creativity and inspiration
3) Education Hub: Education counts as one of the largest categories of pins and boards

Literature still lacks adequate research on the disadvantages of Pinterest for designers and design education. But one of the main disadvantages of Pinterest for the design society seems to be an increase in imitations. Friz and Gehl (2016: p.9) suggest that Pinterest privileges “curation over creation” because sometimes the terms curation, meaning “re-pinning existing content on Pinterest”, and creation, meaning creating something new and uploading, are confused.

Unfortunately, one of the realities with visual oriented platforms like Pinterest is that some of the designers copy and imitate existing designs instead of looking for inspiration, defeating the concept of originality and innovation in design. Copying and imitating designs disrespect the concept of originality and also increases the chances of a design lacking functionality and identity, because project development excludes any design process (Gholizadeh 2018).

Another disadvantage of Pinterest for designers is the risk of misinformation. Pinterest like any other social media platform presents the risk of spreading misinformation. Even though the website tries to fight with disinformation, this is challenging task and the problem of digital information pollution continues (Digital Learning & Inquiry 2019). Relying mainly on images while lacking reliable technical and professional information carries a serious risk for students and amateur interior architects, because while visual images are central to their profession, designing an interior space requires sound technical information.

Another disadvantage of Pinterest presents for both interior architecture education and profession is the risk of killing creativity. Hazan (2017) emphasizes this risk by referring to “the beginning of the death of design”. He goes further and claims that “true creativity is inspired by the surrounding environment, it is innovative, resourceful and most of all, it is original. But it is hard to think of something original when before beginning a design, one checks Pinterest for ideas and scrolls through an Instagram feed.”

The same risk threatens design education as well. Students can be too much into finding design ideas on Pinterest while forgetting to involve their own creativity. Filgo and Martinsen (2017) suggest including assignments and innovative instruction for interior design students on using Pinterest to encourage students to “see themselves as contributors to the information marketplace rather than only consumers of it”. By gaining such skills, students will start to use the platforms like Pinterest efficiently and avoid being stuck in an infinite visual world that limits their creativity.

Studies also claim that professional designers prefer to use Pinterest for curating instead of creating content (Scolere & Humphreys 2016). Popular interior designers like Kelly Wearstler, Alyssa Kapito, Amber Lewis etc. might have started to actively use their Pinterest profile, however there is still room for professional interior designer/architects to get greater exposure on Pinterest. This might direct students and amateur designers to reliable design resources rather than fake and unprofessional profiles.

Finally, another disadvantage of platforms like Pinterest is that it removes the distinction between amateur and professional designers (Bruns 2008, Perkel 2011). This is why designers complain about clients who come to them with visual boards that are completely irrelevant to their project. While some designers believe that Pinterest is democratizing design, some claim that everyone with a collection of visuals on Pinterest regards themselves a designer. This disadvantage, which is a struggle for some designers, is the ambiguity between the virtual world of Pinterest and reality (Bazilian 2019).

As discussed earlier, research on the disadvantages of Pinterest is very limited, and considering its increased popularity, there is a need to conduct further research that focuses on the pros and cons of this
platform.

**Methodology**

To investigate the current perception towards using Pinterest in education and practice of interior architecture, this study brings together an analysis based on questionnaire data from three separate focus groups including interior architects, interior architecture instructors, and interior architecture students.

Each group was asked to answer questions that identify their personal use of Pinterest and define the advantages and disadvantages according to their experience. The focus groups were defined as follow:

- **Students:** 224 bachelor students from two universities in Antalya, Turkey studying interior architecture and interior architecture and environmental design.
- **Design instructors:** 30 instructors from 15 different universities who teach design courses in bachelor programs of interior architecture and interior architecture and environmental design.
- **Interior architects:** 50 professional interior architects mainly based in Antalya, Turkey.

The questionnaires were sent to students, instructors and interior architects via email. Participation was voluntary and a consent form providing the potential research subjects with sufficient information to decide whether to participate in this survey was sent in the same email. The total number of instructors in Antalya were limited therefore, a broader scope was employed for instructors in order to increase the number of participants.

Question topics for students included their personal use of Pinterest, the role of Pinterest in developing their design project, the disadvantages of using Pinterest and the use of other websites or applications in addition to Pinterest. Question topics for instructors included their personal use of Pinterest, the positive and negative roles of Pinterest in interior architecture education, their opinion on suggesting Pinterest to students and their thoughts on introducing a course in the interior architecture curriculum that focuses on the ‘efficient use of social media as a designer’. Lastly, question topics for interior architects included their personal use of Pinterest, the advantages and disadvantages of clients using of Pinterest and the role of Pinterest in the practice of interior architecture.

Multiple choice questions were analyzed by using the Excel programme and theme coding was employed to analyze the answers to the open-ended questions. Firstly, based on the main topics discussed in literature, an initial set of category codes including the pros and cons of social media use in design society were developed and participant answers were linked to corresponding codes. In the second step, new codes were developed for the answers which were not linked to any pre-defined codes. Refining the coding was continued in order to develop the categories presented in the findings.

Most of the students who took the course were in their first (8) and the second year (30) and only 4 out of 42 students were in their fourth year. Survey participation was on a voluntary basis and students were informed at the beginning of the semester that the results of the questionnaires would be used for research purposes. Students showed full participation in the questionnaire survey but since five students failed because of absence, the information was eventually obtained from 37 students.

**Findings**

In the first stage, data was collected from 225 interior architecture students. The questionnaire was sent to the interior architecture students in Antalya using Google forms. The aim of the study was explained in the email and it was emphasized that participation was voluntary. Findings from the student questionnaire revealed that 88% of students were using Pinterest and 79% of students had the Pinterest application installed on their devices (phone, computer, tablet, etc.). 76% of students claimed that Pinterest helped them during the development of their design project. Students using Pinterest to develop their project were also asked to explain how this application was helping them. This question was defined as an open-ended question. The analysis of students’ answer is presented in chart 1.
Some of the students provided multiple reasons, but in general as presented in chart 1, most of the students were using Pinterest to find samples that help them develop their design. which was followed by finding inspiration.

Students were also asked if they relied on any other design website in addition to Pinterest. Only 42% of students answered yes to this question which demonstrated that most of the students only refer to Pinterest while looking for samples and inspiration. Finally, students were asked to share their thoughts on the disadvantages of using Pinterest. 73% of students mentioned the disadvantage of using Pinterest and the analysis of their answers showed that the risk of copying and imitation (43%) was the main disadvantage. 27% of participants did not mention any disadvantage (Chart 2).

In the second stage of data collection, an online questionnaire link was sent to 20 different interior architecture departments in Turkey and as a result, 30 interior architecture instructors agreed to participate in the survey. Findings demonstrated that 93% of instructors have the Pinterest application installed on their devices and use the application. 77% of instructors believed that using Pinterest was useful for students in interior architecture education. Instructors were then asked to explain their answer in an open-ended question. Similar to the findings from the student survey, accessing a variety of examples had the highest frequency as the main reason behind why instructors find Pinterest useful for students. Developing a better design perception and visual memory were the other reasons instructors believe Pinterest is useful in education.

On the other hand, providing incorrect and insufficient information, encouraging imitations, destroying creativity and originality were the reasons why instructors found Pinterest harmful in interior architecture education. Findings are presented in chart 3 and chart 4.
Instructors were also asked if they recommended Pinterest to their students. Findings showed that 63% of instructors recommended using Pinterest to students. Instructors were then asked the reason behind recommending/not recommending Pinterest to their students. Some instructors gave more than one answer to this question. Findings from this question are presented in chart 5 and 6.

Chart 3. The reasons instructors find Pinterest harmful for interior architecture education

Chart 4. The reasons instructors find Pinterest useful for interior architecture education
Finally, instructors were asked if they would consider including a course in the interior architecture curriculum that deals with research ethics and efficient social media use as a designer. Findings showed that 87% of instructors believed that it was unnecessary to include such a course in the program.

In the final stage of data collection, a questionnaire survey was shared with the members of Chamber of Interior Architecture in Antalya via email. 50 interior architects agreed to participate in the survey. Findings showed that 78% of interior architects use Pinterest and have the application installed on their devices. Interior architects were also asked if their clients were using Pinterest and 92% of interior architects answered yes to this question. Interior architects were then asked if they were happy that their clients were using Pinterest. The participants that answered yes to this question dropped to 46%.

Interior architects were asked to explain why they were happy/unhappy with their clients using Pinterest. According to the findings, interior architects were unhappy with clients using Pinterest mainly because ‘clients providing collections of samples put pressure on the designer which hinders creativity and authenticity’. On the other hand, interior architects were happy with their clients using Pinterest because the sample collection of clients gives them a better understanding of client expectations, tastes, and interests. Interior architects believed that this feature improved their communication with clients. Chart 7 and 8 present the analysis results from coding the reasons why interior architects were happy/unhappy with their clients using Pinterest.
Interior architects were asked if they thought that Pinterest presented advantages for the profession of interior architecture. According to the findings, 36% of interior architects believed that the platform presents advantages while 38% believed that it presents disadvantages, and 26% believed that the platform presents both advantages and disadvantages. Finally, participants were asked to explain the reasons behind their answers. Findings showed that the main advantage for interior architects was the opportunity of seeing variety of designs. On the other hand, the main disadvantage for interior architects was the increased risk of imitation and similarity in design. Chart 9 and 10 present the analysis of the advantages and disadvantages suggested by interior architects.

Chart 8. The reasons why interior architects are happy with their clients using Pinterest

- For improving initial communication with the client
- For providing inspiration
- For improving the design vision of the client
- For helping clients access contemporary samples

Chart 9. The disadvantages of Pinterest according to interior architects

- For increasing the risk of imitations and similarities in design
- For ruining creative/original designs
- For straining client relations
- For lacking reliable/accurate information

Chart 10. The advantages of Pinterest according to interior architects

- For providing access to a variety of samples
- For keeping up-to-date with the developments
- For simplifying client communication
- For being a rich source of inspiration
Conclusion

The number of social media platforms that influence interior architects are increasing and Pinterest is one of these instruments currently gaining popularity in field of design. Since images play an influential role in inspiring interior architects and also finding samples related with design projects counts as an important part of preliminary design, Pinterest has found its way in to the profession and education of interior architecture. This study aimed to understand if interior architecture instructors, students and professional are engaged with Pinterest and how they evaluate the role of this platform for the profession and education of interior architecture. In this scope, data was collected from 225 students, 30 instructors and 50 interior architects. Overall, findings showed that a high percentage of participants in all three groups were using Pinterest and have the application installed on their devices.

Participants mainly referred to the advantages and disadvantages mentioned in literature, however some of the subjects noted in literature were not mentioned by participants. Existing theory and studies on the role of Pinterest on designs, designers and design education showed that this platform is a potential source for:

1) Visual search feature
2) Digital archiving of visuals and creating online pin boards
3) Source of inspiration
4) e-commerce and e-marketing that allows direct sales and leading potential customers to interior architects or firms
5) Share or learn from infographics
6) Exchange visual information between students and instructors

Findings from surveys also showed that the main advantage of Pinterest in interior architecture education according to students and instructors was the visual search feature and providing inspiration. Interior architects also regard the visual search feature as the main advantage of the platform.

Existing literature mainly refers to the increase in copying designs and imitations, the risk of misinformation, destroying creativity and originality and removing the barrier between amateur and professional designers as the main disadvantages of Pinterest for design-oriented professions like interior architecture. Findings from the current study shows that all three groups of participants mentioned the risk of increase in copy, imitations and similarity in design as the main disadvantage of using Pinterest. According to the results, destroying creativity and originality in design was the second main concern of participants using Pinterest. In line with literature, the instructors’ main concern about Pinterest was the risk of misinformation. Interior architects also complained about clients finding samples that are irrelevant to their projects and expecting the designer to create the same design. This concern can also be discussed as a misinformation that images can provide for a person without inadequate design knowledge.

Comparing the findings showed that while most of the students and instructors find Pinterest useful for education of interior architecture, the number of interior architects who believed Pinterest presented disadvantages for the profession of interior architecture were higher that those who found Pinterest useful. Similarly, most interior architects were unhappy with their clients using Pinterest and complained that clients were coming with collections of samples that were irrelevant to the project and that this made it difficult for interior architects to convince their clients. Also, clients expecting design similar to their sample collections made it difficult for interior architects to employ their creativity. However, some interior architects found Pinterest useful because looking at clients’ sample collection made it easier to communicate with their clients.

One of discussions in relation to the findings from current study is the need for introducing a course or teaching materials in the interior architecture curriculum that will help students learn about the efficient use of social media as a designer. While most of the instructors believed that there was no need to include such a course in the curriculum, findings showed that students, instructors and interior architects were not fully aware of the professional benefits of Pinterest. 62% of students mentioned that Pinterest was the only design website or application they use which shows how much students rely only on Pinterest for design research. Relying on one resource, which is mainly visual-based and lacking enough professional and technical information seems to be a serious concern. Such concerns raise the suspicions that educating students on the
advantages, disadvantages and efficient use of social media might actually be necessary.

Studies confirm that social media can present huge potentials for collaborative learning and peer interaction. Such sophisticated technology-based communication is able to act revolutionary and offer drastic changes in higher education (Ansari & Khan, 2020). Therefore, educating both students and instructors about the dynamic role of the social media in transferring the teaching materials, collaborative learning and efficient academic interaction could enhance the integration of online media development and education.

Findings from this study contribute to the existing literature on the role of social media on design-oriented education and professions. Considering the current role of Pinterest in education and the profession of interior architecture, findings from this research can be expanded by focusing on a larger number of participants for future studies. This research shows that there are insufficient studies on the advantages and disadvantages of Pinterest specifically for interior architecture, therefore more studies need to be carried out on this subject.

**Study Limitations**

This study explored the advantages and disadvantages of using Pinterest for education and the profession of interior architecture which mainly includes improved access to design samples, finding inspiration, the risk of increased imitations and similarities in design, the risk of ruining creativity and the impact of misinformation. The sample participants were bachelor students studying interior architecture, instructors in departments of interior architecture and interior architects mainly working in Antalya, Turkey. It would be interesting to study a larger group of academicians, students and professionals to see if the sample participants would provide the same results. Although the selection of questions in the surveys used in the current study were identified according to the data based on literature and modified for the context of the study, these questions might be insufficient due to the lack of adequate literature on the subject. Conducting further studies on Pinterest’s role on the design society would contribute to the criteria excluded in the current study.
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